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ECLIPSE claim lodgement
doubles in twelve months
Medicare Australia has reported impressive

HIC2011 and associated events
coming to Brisbane in August
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Built within the exhibition hall, HIC2011

relatives into such care.

will also feature the Learning Exchange.

“HealthBeyond is working to demystify
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e-health and drive public awareness of the
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With last years AGM garnering record
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together and hear from CEO, Dr Louise
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While programs and other event

Dr Schaper believes there are a number

specifics are being finalised for some

of reasons why HIC 2011 stands out from

of these associated conferences, it is

other e-health conferences:
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“At any time over the four days,

interest from both Canada and New
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presentations and the trade exhibit that

needs for this sector and how they can be

we have going. People are really spoilt for

best tackled.

choice and that was actually a criticism we

To be held for the second year —

had last year, ‘there’s too many things to

but for the first time in association with

do and I can’t decide’ — there’s competing

HISA — the AGPN eHealth Conference

priorities, but I think it’s nice problem to

will commence with a pre-recorded

have.

presentation from Minister for Health and

“It’s an event that has stood the test

Ageing, Hon Nicola Roxon, followed by a

of time, and has continually grown and

keynote presentation by Ms Fiona Granger,

evolved into something really special.”

First Assistant Secretary, eHealth Division,
Department of Health and Ageing.
Other notable presenters for the event
include Dr Mukesh Haikerwal, National

More information about HIC2011 and
the associated events is available from the
HISA website: http://www.hisa.org.au
— Cara Sayer-Bourne

Clinical Lead, NEHTA, Mr Colin Frick,
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